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YAMASAKI IZURU
Mayor of Umaji Village,Kochi Prefecture

Born in the village of Umaji, in the heart of the forests of Kochi, Japan,
the Monacca project gives a new form to cedar wood while preserving

resources for the future. 

Located in the eastern part of  Kochi prefecture, Umaji is a small village of a 800 people nestled in the mountains,
without traffic lights or convenience stores. As a producer of high quality Yanase cedar timber, the village works with
the forestry industry following this principle: always plant as many trees as we cut. Cedars act as natural dams by
retaining rainwater while being deeply rooted. By preventing water from running off and causing floods and landslides,
the forest protects us. The forest is also a sanctuary for all forms of life through the water and air it provides.For these
reasons it is essential to regenerate the forest by planting saplings that will require years to take root and fulfill their
role as natural regulators. It is also imperative to thin the forest in order to give all trees enough space and light. 
These cuts provide an important resource that we use as material in our products. By transforming this discarded
wood into products, we wish to incorporate the inimitable scent of cedar and all its qualities into everyday objects.

Considering the environmental challenges, an ecological forest management is crucial for our future and we believe 
that it is possible to achieve an eternal forest exploitation cycle. By following these steps, we aim to revitalize the
forest industry: nurture forests, clear forests, process forests, sell forests, give back to forests. In Umaji village, the
"Thousand Year Forest Fund" was established to care and control forests for a sustainable gestion. Monacca will set
aside 1% of its sales to the Thousand Year Forest Fund to pass on the lush forests left to us by our predecessors to 
the next generation.

National Federation of Forestry Cooperative Associations certified thinned wood mark 
Kochi Prefecture certified recycled products
Thousand-Year Forest Fund 
Contribution to the Creation of Forests Forever 
Tree-Handling Campaign
Registered with the Kochi SDGs Promotion Company Registration System

Major Environmental Contributions and Initiatives


